S.S. Empire Wave 1941 by George Cogswell
The Tragic Story of the Loss of a CAM Ship
Every single man on its one surviving lifeboat suffered severe
frostbite & had to have toes or limbs amputated
Introduction
The genesis for this document came from a part-diary and part-memory record of the experiences
of R.A.F. Aircraftman 2 – James Eric Longmire Service No. 1143493 who, in 1941, was serving on
one of the Merchant Navy’s CAM ships (an acronym for Catapult Armed Merchant Ships) – the
7,463 ton - S.S. Empire Wave.
The prefix of “Empire” indicates that it was one of hundreds of Ministry of War Transport ships that
had been been, built by, requisitioned by the British Government, or obtained from the U.S.A., or
captured from the Germans to become part of the British Merchant Navy. The British Government
owned them but they were contracted out to various shipping companies to operate.
Empire ships were supplements to Britain's normal peacetime merchant fleet, swelling its wartime
numbers to 12,000, then the largest merchant ship fleet in the world. Approximately 4,000 ships on
the British register were lost between 1939 and 1945, a considerable number being sunk during the
Battle of the Atlantic.

30,248 merchant seamen lost their lives during World War Two
Apart from the deadly U-Boats, the next most serious threat to our freight convoys was from the
German Focke-Wulf FW 200 Condor aircraft that had range of nearly 2,300 miles, which was way
beyond the capabilities of the British support aircraft available at that time. In the first two months
of 1941, Condors sunk 26 merchant ships.
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The Focke-Wulf FW 200 Condor Airliner
This was developed as a long-range airliner. A Japanese request for a long-range maritime patrol
aircraft led to military versions that saw service with the Luftwaffe as a long range reconnaissance a
shipping/maritime patrol bomber aircraft. The Luftwaffe also made extensive use of the FW 200 as
a transport aircraft.
It achieved success as a commerce raider until mid-1941, by which time it was being harried by
long-range RAF Coastal Command aircraft and the Hurricane fighters being flown from CAM
ships.
James was part of the R.A.F. teams that travelled with the basic merchant vessels that had been
converted to CAM ships, by the addition of a 75 foot ramp that the aircraft rested upon and was
rocket assisted in taking off from. Only one problem with these was that once the pilot had taken
off he was unable to land back on the vessel, and had to ditch in the sea close to a convoy ship that
he hoped would be able to stop and pick him up.
The aircraft used was a converted Hawker
Hurricane that was called “Sea Hurricane”, but generally became known as “Hurricat”, the title being
made up from a cross between Hurricane and catapult.
Each Hurricat team comprised - one pilot for Atlantic runs (or two for voyages to Russia, Gibraltar,
or the Mediterranean Sea), plus one fitter, one rigger, one radio-telephone operator, one FDO (Flight
Deck Officer) and a seaman torpedo man who worked on the catapult as an electrician.
MSFU (Merchant Ship Fighter Unit) crews each signed ship's articles as civilian crew members
under the authority of the civilian ship’s master. The ship's chief engineer became responsible for
the catapult, and the first mate acted as CDO (catapult duty officer) responsible for firing the catapult
when directed. The single Hurricane fighter was launched only when enemy aircraft were sighted
and agreement was reached using hand and flag signals between the pilot, CDO, and ship's master.
More about the Hurricat operation later, let us now look at the very short, but eventful sailing record
of the Empire Wave:Initially there was to be 200 merchant ships converted into CAM ships, but that was soon reduced
to 50 and reduced again down to 35, twelve of which were sunk.
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The (MOWT) S.S. Empire Wave

A Catapult Armed Merchant Ship showing the 75 ft Launching Ramp

BL 4 inch DEMS Naval Gun
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.
The Record Card for the S.S. Empire Wave
(Images Courtesy of the National Archives ref: BT 389/12/90)

The S.S. Empire Wave was launched at Sunderland on the 28th Mach 1941 and sailed to Tyneside,
arriving on the 3rd July. From there she sailed to the Clyde, arriving on the 7th/8th July and Glasgow
on the 8th/9th July. Back on the Clyde on the 14th July, but was involved in a collision, the dates of
the collision on the record card seem to contradict each other.
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She arrived at Bangor Bay, Northern Ireland on the 15th/16th July, Belfast on the 16th/17th July and
returned to Liverpool the same day. Repairs to the collision damage were started on the 19 th July.
Having been repaired, she sailed from Liverpool on the 10th September 1941 and sailed to Belfast
Lough arriving the 11th/12th September, then Belfast on the 16th. She then set sail on her maiden
voyage across the Atlantic in Convoy ON-19 bound for Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, on the
21st/22nd September 1941. She was due to dock at Halifax on the 10th October 1941. Presumably
James boarded the ship at Liverpool on the 10th September?
[Convoys listed as ‘ON’ = Liverpool to Halifax, Nova Scotia – this was the 19th ON convoy.].
They got as far as the south-west of Iceland when the ship was torpedoed by U-Boat U-562, at
06.52 hrs on the 2nd October 1941 about 500 miles east of Cape Farewell, Greenland, in position:
59º08’N – 32º26’W. According to the BT (Board of Trade) record above, the ship sank within 20
minutes taking many of the crew down with it.
The ship’s complement was 60 – 33 of whom died and there were 27 survivors, three of whom died
on the lifeboat or soon after landing in Iceland.
The master, 19 crew members, five gunners and five other DEMS (Defensive Equipped Merchant
Ship) personnel (RDF and catapult operators) abandoned ship into one lifeboat, but they were never
seen again after losing contact with the other lifeboat.
The second lifeboat carried 27 crew members that included one gunner, one DEMS personnel and
five RAF personnel. After a miraculous 14 day, 500 mile journey in an open lifeboat, the men in
this boat were eventually picked up by the Icelandic trawler “Surprise” on the 16th October 1941 and
were landed at Patrick’s Fjord, Iceland. However, by then one man had died of exposure in the
lifeboat and two others died shortly after being taken to a hospital at Reykjavik.
It is hard to imagine how anyone could survive, physically or mentally, bobbing about in a lifeboat
for 14 days in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean close to the Arctic Circle in October, with little
or no water or food?
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ACM 2 James Eric Longmire
One of those five RAF survivors was ACM 2 James Eric Longmire and I think that it is time to bring
into the story James Eric Longmire’s diary and his memories of the sinking and the surviving crews’
miraculous, traumatic lifeboat journey across 500 miles of the North Atlantic to the safety of Iceland,
but first let’s look at James himself.

James Eric Longmire is on the left
James Eric Longmire was born on the 13th February 1921, the birth being registered during the
March quarter 1921 in the Chorlton R.D. – ref: 8c/1609, the son of Christopher Edgar & Catherine
Longmire (nee Wilkes).
He married Rosina Ada Winifred Stringer during the September quarter 1954 in the Bucklow R.D. –
ref: 10a/195.
Rosina was born on the 3rd December 1931 and died on the 13th August 1999 in the Stockport R.D.
– ref: 0131B/B76A, aged: 68.
James died on the 6th July 2002, the death being registered in the Trafford R.D. - ref: C47A/0151C,
aged: 81.
He was then residing at 1a Priory Road, Sale, Cheshire, M33 2BS
Probate was granted at Brighton, Sussex on the 23rd September 2002.
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James’ Diary and Memories of the Sinking and Lifeboat Voyage - 1941
21 Sept

Set sail from Bangor Bay to join convoy. Sighted convoy on 22nd

23 Sept

Bill very bad; won’t eat anything, just lies in his hammock all day. ‘Plane’ OK, did Radio
Test with Lt. Bain – everything OK.

24 Sept

‘Plane’ got a bit of a soaking (rough weather) at night. We had a scare as planes were
flying around and we thought they were Jerries but nothing happened. Bill still very
bad and Tom is a bit off colour.

25 Sept

Nothing special happened today except weather was a bit rough.

26 Sept

Nothing going today. Bill still very bad and won’t eat anything.

27 Sept

Weather very bad and l thought Bill was a bit better because he got up for a few hours.

28 Sept

Weather terrible. We have been doing about 2 knots. Bill was very sick after eating
some cheese. Tom was a bit green too.
[There were problems with the ship’s engines that slowed them down turning them
into a ‘straggler’. On their own, stragglers soon became easy prey to the U-Boats].

29 Sept

This is the date we lost the convoy. Very bad weather.

30 Sept

We did about 2 miles in 12 hours (going round in circles); no sign of the convoy. Bill
still ill. The: 2nd mate gave him some medicine but it didn’t do him any good.

01 Oct

Still no sign of convoy. We are making for shipping lines. In the afternoon RDF picked
something up 6 miles away but lost it.

02 Oct

Weather a bit better. At about 3 in the morning we got 2 tin fish (torpedoes) forward.
We took to the boats. In our life boat we had 1st mate, 2nd Mate, P.O. Woodger, 2nd
Engineer, 4th Engineer, Sparks, 6 firemen, Bill, Tom, Denis, myself, Ken, Jim, Bob,
Gunner, Ginger, Tommy, Jimmy, Frank, Mess boy, Mick, Frank, Paddy and two more
who I just can’t remember. Out of all these, Paddy [Donald McPhee], Tommy [Thomas
Dixon] and Bill [William Morton Boal] have died and Tom Avery has had a foot off (at
least that is what Mr Woodger has told me).

03 Oct

Starts life in the life boat. I can’t remember what happened day by day but one day 2
aircrafl passed over without seeing us. For food we had some Horlicks tablets and
chocolate not forgetting the Pemmican*. For drink, we had water and 2 bottles of
brandy but all we saw of the brandy was one nip each and then somebody ‘half-inched’
the rest. There was a devil of a row over it but we never found out who had tt

*Pemmican is a mixture of tallow, dried meat and dried berries used as a nutritious food. Historically,
it was an important part of indigenous cuisine in certain parts of North America, and is still prepared
today. The word comes from the Cree word pimîhkân, which itself is derived from the word pimî,
"fat, grease".
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Pemmican Blocks
The first mate [John Cameron], set sail for Iceland and he reckoned that we must have got about
150 miles off the shore when the wind dropped and we drifted back about 400 miles. Our sea anchor
broke so they made one out of an oar and blankets but it didn’t act too well.
All the time we were in the boat we were bailing out all day and all night long.
We used to massage our feet with some oil that was in the first aid kit but towards the end of the trip
we were drinking the oil. Then we ran so short of water we started drinking sea water. Then one day
we sighted land and as soon as we sighted it the wind dropped. So we got the oars out and started
rowing but it didn’t do much good so we packed up for the night. At night we lit flares but they were
not seen from the shore.
Then early in the morning, we saw a light and thought it was a ship so we lit some more flares and
shouted for all we were worth but we were mistaken, it was a light ashore. Later on in the morning,
an American sea plane spotted us, circled round us a few times and made off. It came back in about
an hour’s time and dropped 3 smoke flares and written on the side was HELP COMING. The
cheering on the boat was terrific. The Mate said we could have a party to celebrate so we all had a
drink of the last water in the boat (it wasn’t very much but better than nothing). Then in about 2
hour’s time, we saw the flying boat circling round and then we saw the smoke from the Icelandic
trawler that was coming to our rescue and the name of the trawler was SURPRISE and, believe me,
it was a surprise.
When we got aboard the trawler we were given tea, bread & butter, coffee and cheese (the bread &
butter in Iceland is lovely but they can’t just get the tea right). After about 5 hours run we hit land.
The name of the place was not known. (It’s right at the northern end of the island). The people there
were marvellous. They knew we were coming and they had cleared the school room of all the desks
and things and fixed up beds for us. When we arrived they washed us and fixed us up with warm
underclothing and gave us hot milk, whiskey, tea coffee, bread & butter and syrup biscuits and
anything we asked for. None of us could sleep our feet were paining us too much so we just drank
and ate all night.
Early in the morning, about 2.30, an American doctor came and had a look at us and told us we
were being moved to Reykjavik and that we would be going on a Yankee Destroyer. At about 8 in
the morning, we started to be moved to the Destroyer (DD-434) MEREDITH*, a 7 month old ship of
the American Navy with 2 subs to its credit.
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While we were aboard her we got cigs, matches, coffee and a dinner of spuds, ham and pineapple
sauce. It was lovely. That was after we had had soup and crackers. We were aboard the Yank five
hours then we transferred to a Red Cross ship and taken into Reykjavik. We were taken to 50th
General Hospital and we were treated swell.

USS (DD-434) Meredith was sunk by Japanese aircraft on the 15th October 1942
After being there for a day and a half, we were moved to 30th General Hospital about 15 miles away.
When we got there we were put in a new ward that hadn’t been used before and the fires had only
just been lit (it’s cold enough in Iceland as it is but in a pair of pyjamas it’s a lot colder). So we
complained about the cold and we were moved to another ward which was a bit warmer but not
much.
After spending 6 days at the 30th, we were told we were going home, so we started to move again
but I am writing this aboard the Rescue ship and we are pulling out for “Blighty” tonight so it’s not so
bad after all. My feet are doing fine and the Doc has let me get up for a bit today.”

James Eric Longmire

Monday 28 October 1941
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Chief Officer – John Cameron’s Diary
Another Diary was kept by Chief Officer John Cameron who logged his thoughts about the terrible
conditions in the lifeboat and the awful situation that the sailors found themselves in. He wrote about
how wet and cold they all were and how they constantly had to bail the icy water out of the boat.
“Twenty-seven men managed to scramble into a lifeboat. When the ship was hit, many of the crew
had been asleep and were wearing only thin vests so by the time they were in the lifeboat they were
soaked through and freezing cold in gale force winds and stormy seas in the middle of the North
Atlantic Ocean. Guided by the stars and on tiny rations, they needed to make their way to Iceland,
over five hundred miles away.
After five days he wrote that the men were complaining of numbness in their feet. They massaged
each other’s feet to try to help circulation, but by the sixth day their feet had started to swell with
massage bringing little relief. On the eighth day their feet had started to turn grey.
By day nine all the men’s feet were swollen and turning black. One man’s toenails were dropping
off and he was hallucinating. Some had painful feet while others had no feeling at all. On the
eleventh day the crew were all so weak they were unable to bail, meanwhile the compass light failed
and because of the cloud they had no stars to navigate by.
On the twelfth day one of the crew, Donald McPhee, died of exposure. The others were simply too
weak even to lift their own arms, so they could not bury him at sea. On day fourteen, John Cameron
wrote that it was extremely cold and nothing could stop the men from shivering. All of them were
suffering from severe frostbite and exposure, as well as hunger and thirst.
On the fifteenth day 16th October 1941, an Icelandic fishing trawler, the Surprise, rescued the men.
By this time all them were desperately ill, many were so sick and drifting in and out of consciousness
that some didn’t even know that they had been rescued. They were taken to St Patrick’s Fjord
before being transferred to hospital in Reykjavík.
Thomas Dixon was a deck boy on the Empire Wave. His father John had perished when the ship
went down but young Thomas survived fourteen days at sea only to die at the hospital in Reykjavik
two days after being rescued. He would have been cold and frightened having lost his father in the
explosion. At fifteen years of age, Thomas was just a child. RAF Aircraftman 1st Class William
Morton Boal was also rescued but died from exposure five days later.
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Iceland
The invasion of Iceland (codenamed Operation Fork) by the Royal Navy and Royal
Marines occurred on the 10th May 1940. The invasion – more of an occupation than an invasion took place because the British government feared that Iceland would be used by the Germans, who
had recently overrun Denmark, which was in personal union with Iceland and which had previously
been largely responsible for Iceland's foreign policy. The Icelandic Government issued a protest,
charging that its neutrality had been "flagrantly violated" and "its independence infringed".
The Occupation was necessary to stop the Germans from invading as this was such an important
staging post halfway across the Atlantic Ocean and helped to support the convoys bringing essential
food, raw goods and equipment from the USA to Britain. Conversely this would have been an ideal
base for the German U-Boats to attack our convoys from, though there is no evidence that Germany
ever actually intended to invade.
On the 18th May 1940, Britain requested that Canada garrison and defends Iceland with the 2nd
Canadian Division, along with air force, anti-air, shore batteries and coastal defence elements. "Z"
Force, led by Brigadier L. F. Page, with part of his brigade headquarters, landed at Reykjavik on the
16th June 1940.
The Canadians were temporarily replaced by British garrison forces, until the 7th July 1941, when
the defence of Iceland was transferred from Britain to the (still officially neutral) United States. The
U.S. Marine Corps completed their takeover by the 12 th July. On the 6th August the Americans
established an air base at Reykjavik, which helps to explain the involvement of the USS Destroyer
(DD-434) Meredith’s involvement in the story.
Two hospitals were built on Iceland, No. 50 General Hospital was built at Reykjavik and operated
from June 1940 to March 1942. No. 30 General Hospital was built at Helgafell (Hafnarfjordur) and
operated from July 1940 to September 1941, which helps to explain why James stated that the
building had been unused and was very cold.
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Close up of Patrick’s Fjord (Patreksfjörður) in the Westfjords Area in N.W. Iceland

The small fishing village of Patreksfjordur in the Westfjords of Iceland
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Personnel Losses from the S.S. Empire Wave
Twenty-Two Merchant Navy men who were lost at sea are commemorated on the Merchant
Seaman’s Memorial, Tower Hill, London, including one man buried at sea on the 12th October 1941
I have spent quite sometime cross-checking the various lists of CWGC losses dedicated to the
Empire Wave and/or for the 2nd November 1941 from the four different services – Merchant Navy,
Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air Force. Having visited a number of other records, there appears
to be some conflicting statements regarding the numbers of dead.
The numbers that I have gone with are as follows:
Service personnel aboard the ship - 60
Survivors (indisputable)
- 24

The oft-quoted number
Therefore Total Lost = 36
But the oft-quoted quoted number of survivors is 33
This could be explained by the fact that three of the
survivors were buried at Reykjavik – 33 + 3 = 36 ???

I have:MN Memorial
RN Memorials
Army Memorial
RAF Memorial
Buried in Iceland

22
3
1
3
3

Total Found on CWGC Lists

32

One short of the popular number, but four short using the
simplex numbers (60-24) quoted above,

So, if my CWGC extracted figures are correct, then it would appear that the ship’s crew could only
have totalled 56 or 57 for the popular record of 33 lost, but some of those that died have not been
recorded. However, I cannot be 100% sure of my own figures, so make of it what you will.
Like many military statistics, many were incorrect at source, others evolved through poor research
and some were totally impossible to ascertain due to the situation in the heat of battle and/or the
enormity of the event. Always treat quoted numbers with caution.
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The CWGC List for Empire Wave Losses commemorated on the Merchant Seaman’s Memorial.

The CWGC’s List of 22 Men on the Empire Wave Memorial Plaque at Tower Hill.
Two Merchant Navy men are buried at Rekjavik War Cemetery
Able Seaman Donald MACPHEE (52) and Deck Boy Thomas Cruikshank DIXON (15)
Three RAF members who were lost at sea are commemorated on the Royal Air Force Memorial,
Runnymede, Surrey
Sgt. Henry Norman EDGE (29); Flight Lieutenant John Wilfred LUND (22) and Sgt. Kenneth George
PORT (21)
One RAF member is buried at Rekjavik War Cemetery
ACM 1 William Moreton BOAL (23)
One Royal Navy member was lost at sea and is commemorated on the Chatham Naval
Memorial, Kent
Able Seaman Reginald Verdun Hall ROXBY
Two DEMS – 4/2 Maritime Regiment were lost at sea and are commemorated on the Portsmouth
Naval Memorial, Hampshire.
Gunner John Thomas TIDMARSH (20) and Gunner Stanley WRIGHT
One DEM – 45 Battery 16th Light A.A. Regiment was lost at sea and is commemorated on the
Brookwood 1939-1945 Memorial, Surrey
Gunner Albert Henry NEWMAN (34)
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Able Seaman Donald MacPhee came from Isle Ornsay on the Isle of Skye. He was fifty-two when
he died on the lifeboat two days before the rescue. Donald had already been shipwrecked twice in
1941 on the same day.
The first time was on board the Norman Monarch that was torpedoed on 20th May 1941 and then on
the rescue ship Harpagus later that day. Many men were killed on both these ships but the report
by the Chief Officer of the Norman Monarch mentions MacPhee, stating that if it hadn’t been for him
there would have been no survivors at all and that “with great presence of mind as the ship was
sinking he managed to free the lifeboat and save many men.” He stands a symbol of a man who
knew his duty in a time of crisis keeping up the spirits of the younger lads.
Having survived three sinkings in six months and saving many lives, Donald died from exposure to
the elements in the lifeboat. He had been awarded the Lloyd’s War Medal for Bravery and the King’s
Commendation in August 1941.
1st Officer John Cameron survived being torpedoed on two further occasions. Of the loss of
the Empire Wave, the citation for the award of the MBE was quoted in the London Gazette published
on 3rd of February 1942 “It was due to his masterly seamanship and his courage that so many were
brought to safety. Cameron was also was awarded the Lloyd’s War Medal for his actions and
received the OBE in 1945.

Jim Adie was a sixteen-year old cabin boy aboard the Empire Wave. He wrote after the rescue that
the cramped conditions in the overcrowded lifeboat were almost unbearable. The icy sea drenched
them and their clothes were frozen solid at night. His ankles swelled to twice their normal size. He
remembered praying but had lost consciousness when he was rescued and tenderly hoisted onto
the fishing trawler. He lost several toes but was later able to return to work in heavy industry and
lead a relatively normal life.
Every single man on the lifeboat suffered severe frostbite and had to have toes or limbs amputated.
At least one man had to have both his legs removed.
The men had their pay stopped when the ship was sunk. Their families were not informed
about the sinking until after the rescue. They did not receive a war pension or get any help
from the British Legion. As merchant seamen they all carried on with their lives coping with
their disabilities as best they could.
There is nothing on Iceland to commemorate these brave men. No brass plaque in the tiny village
of Patreksfjordur in the Westfjords to show where those wretched souls came to land.
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Donald MacPhee, William Morton Boal and young Thomas Dixon lie side by side in the beautifully
maintained CWGC Cemetery at Fossvogur near Reykjavik.

The beautifully kept cemetery at Fossvogur near Reykjavik
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Donald MacPhee’s Grave

Thomas Dixon’s Grave
(The 15 year old Deck Boy)
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ACM William M Boal’s Grave

The Hawker ‘Hurricat’ CATA fighter
The Hurricat was a ship based Hurricane launched from a catapult powered by a cluster of thirteen
solid fuel rockets. It was developed to counter the real threat of the Focke-Wulf FW 200 “Condor”
aircraft that had a range of 2,300 miles, leaving our ships at the mercy of the Condors and the
submarines in mid-Atlantic where our own aircraft and the American/Canadian aircraft was unable
to give cover. The hapless pilots had to ditch alongside their mother ship and for that reason RAF
personnel were volunteers.
By the end of January, 1941, Hawker had an order for 50 field-modification kits to enable surplus
RAF Hurricanes to be sent to sea as single-shot air defence system fitted to key merchant ships.
Some 35 merchant ships – designated Catapult Armed Merchantmen (CAM ships) - were rapidly
fitted with the crane, catapult and between one and three Hurricanes. Five Royal Navy Auxiliary
vessels were likewise equipped (and designated Fighter Catapult Ships).
The aircraft themselves were very tired discarded RAF machines, flown by RAF pilots and
maintained by RAF mechanics - left over from the Battle of Britain.
The first ‘Hurricat’ launch in anger was on the 18th June 1941, when the FCS HMS Maplin launched
her aircraft against a German shadower. The Fw 200 Condor was shot down.
The ‘Hurricats’ were soon given a 44 gallon overload tank to give the pilots the opportunity to return
to land after launch – a vital boost to morale given the aircraft’s horrific ditching record. The sliding
cockpit hood was also modified to make it easier to escape the cockpit; and an inflatable dinghy was
also fitted.
Take-off Procedures
• The trolley receiving bar to be removed at dawn.
• The airmen to start the aircraft and warm up the engine at intervals.
• The pilot to climb into the aircraft when enemy aircraft were reported.
• The ship hoists the International Flag Code ‘F’ when the decision is made to launch.
[CAM ships were usually stationed at the head of the outboard port column of a convoy so they
could manoeuvre into the wind for launch.]
• An airman removes the pins, shows them to the pilot, then takes them to the Catapult Duty
Officer (CDO).
• The pilot applies 30 degree flaps and 1/3 right rudder.
• The CDO raises a blue flag above his head to inform the ship's master of his readiness to launch.
• The ship's master manoeuvres the ship into the wind and raises a blue flag above his head to
authorise the launch.
[The ship's master stands on the starboard bridge wing to avoid the catapult rocket blast which
sometimes damages the port side of the bridge.]
• The CDO waves his blue flag indicating he is ready to launch upon a signal from the pilot.
• The pilot opens full throttle, tightened the throttle friction nut, pressing his head back into the
head-rest, presses his right elbow tightly against his hip, and lowers his left hand as a signal to
launch.
• The CDO counted to three, waits for the bow to rise from the trough of a swell, and moves the
switch to fire the catapult rockets.
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Hurricane A/c being loaded onto a CAM Ship
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The Hurricane A/c was boosted into the sky by a cluster of 13 solid fuel rockets.
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B.B.C’s War Archive
People in story: James Adie
Location of story: North Atlantic
Contributed on: 01 November 2003
James Adie was a 16 year old cabin boy aboard the Empire Wave. The vessel was on its maiden
voyage bound for Nova Scotia to pick up supplies for the war effort when she developed engine
problems and left the protection of the convoy. She was about 500 miles from the west coast of
Iceland when she was spotted by a German U boat. The U boat torpedoed her just before 07.00
hrs and the vessel sank. Half the sixty man crew perished when she sank; the other half boarded
a lifeboat and was lost in the Arctic sea for 14 days until they fired their final flare. They were
rescued by an Icelandic fishing trawler ‘Surprise’. One man died in the lifeboat, 2 others on Iceland,
all suffered frostbite and lost body parts.

Merchant Ship Fighter Unit
The MFSU (Merchant Ship Fighter Unit) was a Royal Air Force operational aircraft unit based
at RAF Speke in south Liverpool during WW2. The aircraft operated by the MSFU were Hawker
Sea Hurricanes. These planes were operated from 35 merchant ships outfitted with a catapult on
the bow, referred to as Catapult Aircraft Merchant ships (CAM Ships). The MSFU was formed at
Speke on May 5, 1941 and provided detachments to the CAM ships, each vessel being equipped
with one Sea Hurricane plus an RAF pilot and support crew.
The single catapult consisted of a 75 foot runway, along which a trolley carrying a single Mark I
converted Hurricane that were near the end of their useful lives and were often Battle of
Britain veterans. The alterations included catapult fixing points and the addition of a naval radio.
Using thirty-degree wing flaps, a pilot could make a perfect takeoff without losing height. Most
notable was the inability of the CAM ship to recover the aircraft, and as a result launches beyond
the range of the aircraft were one way rides that required the pilot to bail out and use an inflatable
dinghy until a passing ship happened by.
While every effort was made to pick up the pilot, operational factors such as the convoy being under
U-boat attack could mean that a ship may not be detached to pick up the pilot. On the convoys to
Russia the low sea temperatures meant that the pilot had a low potential survival rate unless picked
up very soon after landing in the sea.
Eventually CAM ships were replaced beginning in 1943 with the introduction into service of escort
carriers.
CAM fighters were credited with seven kills and their presence discouraged the Focke-Wulf Fw
200 Condor aircraft from pressing home attacks on convoys.
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The On-board DEMS Gunners

DEM’S Shoulder Badge
Following the valuable lessons of Defensively Armed Merchant Ships (DAMS) in the First World
War, in 1919 the Cabinet approved an Admiralty and Board of Trade policy for the strengthening of
merchant vessels during construction, in order to allow the rapid fitting of armaments when
necessary. However, later that year the obligation to do this was withdrawn due to opposition from
ship owners on cost grounds. Between 1922 and 1937 only two vessels had been ‘stiffened’ to
prepare for the fitting of guns.
In 1937 the Admiralty and the Board of Trade formed the Shipping Defence Advisory Committee
and by the end of 1938 the Admiralty and Treasury had come to an agreement regarding costs, so
finally, preparations were underway. The strengthening of ships in readiness for the fitting of guns
began and some training of Merchant Navy officers started, the first gunnery training course taking
place on 18th July 1938. In June 1939 the Admiralty Trade Division established the Defensively
Equipped Merchant Ship (DEMS) organisation.
In the first 6 months of the Second World War some 1,900 ships had been defensively equipped
and by the end of 1940, 3,400 of the intended 5,500.
A variety of armaments were fitted to merchant vessels, typically a 4” deck gun at the stern,
sometimes a 12 pounder (3 inch shell) usually at the bow. Mounted as either LA (low angle) or HA
(high angle). LA weapons for use against surfaced U-boats or surface raiders and HA weapons for
anti-aircraft use.
These weapons required specialist personnel to maintain load and fire them and they came from a
number of sources. Initially the light machine guns were manned by the Army’s Royal Artillery. 500
men of the Light Machine Gun section in two man teams, who were taken on and off vessels as they
arrived and departed from British ports [one of whom was aboard the Empire Wave]. The
effectiveness of these army gunners was quickly realised and the Maritime Anti-Aircraft Regiment
Royal Artillery was formed in 1941 [Two of whom were on the Empire Wave]. In addition men often
retired or reservists were recruited from the Royal Navy and Royal Marines. On troopships
transporting RAF personnel, troops from the RAF Regiment crewed the guns. Finally over 150,000
Merchant Navy seamen were also trained and qualified as Merchant Seaman Gunners, including at
least one Stewardess. Demarcations did exist as to which weapons could be operated by Naval or
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Royal Marines or the Army Gunners, however, for practical and manpower reasons they did not last.
Despite the administrative differences between the services these gunners came from, which was
reflected in the wages they received and the medals they were entitled to, the term ‘DEMS Gunner’
is commonly used to cover all such personnel.
All members of the armed forces that served on board a DEMS ship were required to sign on as
members of the crew, i.e. as merchant seamen and were therefore under the authority of the ship’s
master.
As merchant seamen, military personnel could visit neutral countries without being
interned. Therefore, DEMS Gunners will be listed on crew lists.
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U-Boat 562
The S.S. Empire Wave was torpedoed and sunk by U-562, captained by Kapitanlieutnant Horst
Hamm, whose record is detailed below. U-562 was part of the ‘Brandenburg’ patrol of 11 German
submarines.

It would appear from the U-562’s Diary overleaf, that the U-Boat failed in its first attempt to sink the
Empire Wave. The diary shows that at 01.38 hrs on the 2 nd October 1941 the U-Boat spotted the
Empire Wave which they believed was the Dorie Star [Doric Star actually]. However, the Doric Star
was sunk by gunfire on the 2nd December 1939 from the German Pocket Battle Ship “Admiral Graf
Spee” and sunk south of St Helena. She was on a voyage from Auckland, Sydney, NSW and Table
Bay for the United Kingdom carrying a general cargo of 8,000 tons, including meat, dairy produce,
cald skins and casein. It was indeed, the Empire Wave.
At 03.16 hrs they fired two torpedoes at the Empire Wave from tubes 1 & 2, but these missed and
the U-Boat crash dived at 03.19 hrs. It resurfaced at 03.26 hrs and manoeuvred ahead of the
Empire Wave whose speed has now dropped from 11 knots to 8 knots.
At 05.62 hrs two more torpedoes were fired and these did hit home, one level with the ships bridge,
the other at the bow. The bow settled immediately up to the bridge and three boats were lowered,
one of which was a motor boat with search lights. After 80 minutes the ship suddenly sank bow first.
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U-562 was itself sunk on the 19th February 1943 in the Mediterranean Sea north-east of Bengazi in
position 32°57′N 20°54′E, by a RAF Wellington bomber aircraft and RN ships HMS Isis and HMS
Hursley..
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